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Backgyioene: 
There has been a rapidly developing market for voice-enabled devices, with sales exceeding 
expectatons. Two of the maoor platorms are Amazon’s ‘Alexa’ service and Google’s 
equivalent ‘assistant’. The ‘Alexa’ platorm is sold in a variety of devices including the 
Amazon ‘Dot’, ‘Echo’ and the new ‘show’ device. The Alexa Voice Service (AVS) API can, 
indeed, be installed on to a multtude of embedded systems to give them Alexa capabilites, 
such as the Raspberry Pi. 

Mateioes: 
We utlised an Amazon Dot, which cost around £30 for development of an Alexa Skill based 
around useful theatre informaton. In order to develop a skill, an Alexa Developer account 
needs to be set up through Amazon Web Services (AWS) and the skill coded in a choice of 
language. We have experimented with a variety of third-party development platorms 
(Storyline & backendless). Much of the code and processing lies within the AWS structure 
itself. Payment is dependent on the weight of use, such that the cost is very much 
proportonal to the usage. Very light use, for development, is typically free. Audio clips can 
also be embedded within the structure.

We developed a skill based around informaton at Great Ormond Street Hospital, with 
informaton contained including: Ward phone numbers, Antbiotc prophylaxis guidelines, 
glove sizes, surgeon’s preferred equipment for procedures, emergency drug doses and 
anaesthetsts’ cofee preferences! There are a huge number of potental applicatons of this 
type of device being within the theatre environment. The device also has the ability to 
connect users to people with Alexa installed on their phones. 

We propose to add in further skills, including a viva tool. 

The ultmate aim would be to allow this device to automate certain processes, such as 
sending for patents, logging antbiotc administraton, requestng blood for transfusing etc. 
This aspiraton would pose signifcant (and possibly, unsurmountable) challenges. The data 
from the requests can also be analysed to focus on which areas people may require further 
training. 

We would be glad to demonstrate the device working. 
 


